Tata Hitachi’s Dharwad plant rolls out its
50,000th machine
Tata Hitachi’s Dharwad plant rolled out its 50,000th machine on 12th July 2016. The EX200LC Super
Hydraulic Excavator was handed over to Mr. R N Nayak and Mr. Dinesh R Nayak of M/s DRN
Infrastructure, Hubli. M/s DRN Infrastructure has a formidable reputation of being pioneers in
irrigation and road works in Karnataka and Maharashtra. Deploying over 100+ Tata Hitachi
machines in their projects, DRN Infrastructure has a longstanding relationship with Tata Hitachi.

Tata Hitachi Team handing over symbolic key to M/s. DRN Infrastructure
Speaking on the occasion, Mrs. Deepa Dinesh Nayak, Managing Partner of M/s DRN Infrastructure
said: “We are loyal and satisfied Tata Hitachi customers. Our relationship with the company spans
almost three decades. We are delighted with their product quality and after sales support. We are
proud of the fact that we received the 10,000th machine from Dharwad plant in 2006. And again
today, we feel happy to be the recipient of the 50,000th machine from the same plant. We are
happy to announce that we shall look forward to receive 1,00,000th machine from Tata Hitachi.”

Felicitation Ceremony
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Handing over the keys, Mr K Kimura – Alt. Director & Sr. Advisor, Tata Hitachi, said “This is a very
proud moment for our company and specially the Dharwad plant. We are privileged to hand over
the 50,000th machine from this plant to DRN Infrastructure. They are a very valued and special
customer for us. At Tata Hitachi, our endeavor is to build long lasting relationships with customers
by providing Reliable Solutions to address their end to end needs.”

Specially decorated 50,000th machine

Mr. K Kimura addressing the gathering
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gathering
In tune with the company’s philosophy of giving back to society, the sale proceeds from this
machine will be deployed towards community development initiatives across all Tata Hitachi plant
locations.

Tata Hitachi Dharwad Team during the celebrations

Spread over an expanse of 118 acres, Tata Hitachi’s manufacturing facility in Dharwad started
operations in 1998. Catering to the Mini & Midi Excavator and Backhoe Loader segments, 60% of
Tata Hitachi’s production is rolled out from the Dharwad Plant. The plant has a unique plant-inPlant (PIP) concept with vendors. Currently the plant has PIP for fabrication, Gears, Hoses and
pipes manufacturing. Tata Hitachi Dharwad is certified to ISO 9001:2008, ISO 14001:2004 and
OHSAS 18001:2007 standards which reflects its commitment to Quality, Environment and Safety.
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